












Introduction 
 

We begin with The Setting.  
 
The Setting is the overarching context. It provides the 
ground, the foundation…the world within which The 
Temperature takes place.   
 
It is a broken partisan world.  Our narrative takes place 
in a Red State, built on the legacy of Ronald Reagan.   
 
It is a vain world of individualism, built of selfies and 
social media; destabilized by fake news, by hyperbolic 
rhetoric, by othering and hate.  
 
It is a world of a globalized economy, of free two-day 
shipping, of instant consumer satisfaction; the riches of 
one society built upon the labor of another society.   
 
It is a world of man-made climate change.   
 
The world is in transition. We are in transition.  Our 
personal, subjective understandings of the world, 
perfectly crafted for us by billion-dollar corporations 
are crumbling; the realization of division, unseen but 
right before our eyes.  Divisions which will only quicken 
the decline.  
In Edward Gibbon’s The Decline and Fall of the Roman 
Empire, he gives us the theory that the Roman Empire 
fell because it was built around its ability to expand, 
and that once it stopped expanding it began to fall 



apart.  The physical boundaries of the Roman Empire at 
the height of its expansion were: The Atlantic Ocean, 
The Deserts to the south in Africa, and the rivers the 
Euphrates, the Rhine and the Danube.   
 
I have used these boundaries to draw comparison to 
the present state of the world (at least the world as 
viewed from a generalized American viewpoint) and 
highlight issues which may be brought up by future 
historians as possible causes for the fall of the 
American Empire.  
 

(01) The rugged individualism of Raw Hide.   
(02) A reliance on crude oil produced in the Middle 

East, and the struggle for control of the region 
in Lines on a Map Mean Little to Eyes in the 
Sky 

(03) The separation of labor (craft) and commodity 
(art) in Different Registers. 

(04) Disbelief and inaction surrounding our effects 
on the world climate in When the Winters 
Were Still Really Cold. 

(05) The deluge of information at our fingertips, 
and our inability to process this information in 
The Truth & The Flood.  

 
The fall of empires is not uncommon. Empires rise and 
fall, their cities are destroyed or decay, their 
information, languages, art, and way of life are passed 
on or lost … and even though Rome physically fell into 
ruin, it has been argued by scholars that the Roman 



Empire still lives on today modelled in the form of the 
American Republic.  All of these things make up what 
we know of as linear history…   
 
Unfortunately, what makes this particular moment 
more dangerous is the fact that America may not go 
quietly into that dark night.  If the issues mentioned 
above are not questioned and solved together as a 
global community, we may just take everyone and 
everything else with us.   
 

*** 
 
Whether all of this is fact or opinion is irrelevant. When 
building a world, one works with what they have on 
hand.  And it is from these thoughts which I would like 
you to begin to build the world which The Temperature 
inhabits.  It’s a lot like the world you live in, only with a 
bit more flair and drama.   
 

   ~ Ian Breidenbach 
   Curator, The Neon Heater 
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